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Abstract

This master's thesis describes my graduation period at ICS of the Eindhoven University of
Technology. ICS is developing a CAN ICAL controller. This controller contains a bit- and
byteprocessor for handling the CAN and CAL protocol. One side of the C,AN ICAL controller
is connected to the CAN bus, and the other side is connected to the outside world. My task
was to build an interface between the CAN ICAL controller and the outside word. This
interface had to provide the following capabilities:memory extension, master CPU interface,
a test interface, and extra 10 ports. The primary goal of designing this interface was to
minimize the number of pins and maximizing its flexibility. The latter means that the user
must be able to configure this interface. The test interface must make it possible to test the
CAN ICAL controller by means of reading and write internal registers and memories. The
interface as designed and implemented in IDaSS offers the above described features. It offers
6 programmable 8-bit 10 ports. These ports becomes memory interface or CPU interface
ports, when configured by the user. In addition, the interface has SIO pins and an external
interrupt pin.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the 70s there was need for a communication bus for real-time control. The automobile
industry needed a field bus[3] which would reduce the number of cables in the cars. This
communication bus had to offer reliable transmission of data, and had to provide a way of
handling high priority messages. The latter is of course an important aspect of real-time
controllers. The German company Bosch developed a field bus. This field bus which has
later been changed to CAN [2] (Controller Area Network) is nowadays supported by various
companies. Companies like, Philips, Intel and Siemens all include a CAN controller in their
line of products.

To build an application using the CAN bus, much more is needed then a single CAN controller.
CAN communicates with other CAN nodes using Communication Objects (COB). These
COBs contain the user data. On the other side of the controller, CAN communicates with
the outside world, using sensors, AD IDA converters, switches, etc. All these external devices
generate events to the application. A method is needed to describe this application, and to
model the outside world. Therefore an Application Layer, which is put on top of CAN, is
needed. The CAN Application Layer [4] (CAL) uses the client-server model to model the
application. Figure 1.1 will probably clarify this. The server of the lamp switches the light
on and off upon receiving a message like write(lamp,true) or write (lamp,false). The client,
however, can request service from the server by sending a message like request(lamp, true).
The switch in this example can be presented by a single COB with a unique COB-ID. Remote
CAN nodes can operate the switch by transmitting a COB with this COB-ID. As shown in
this example, CAN is not node oriented but message oriented.

Most CAN devices which are on the market are based on a CAN controller, and have an
integrated micro controller. CAL is rather resource intensive, so running both CAL and the
application on a single micro controller is probably too much. Therefore, separate controllers
for CAL and the user application are preferable. In order to communicate with the outside
world, the CAN controller need an interface. At the University of Technology in Eindhoven
the Information and Communication Systems department (ICS) - which belongs to the
faculty of engineering and Information technology - is developing a CAN controller. This
CAN controller must support both CAN version 2.0A and 2.0B (see chapter 4) and will have
more interfacing capabilities than most CAN controllers on the market. To enhance flexibility,
this CAN controller will have an on-chip micro controller and must be able to interface with

1
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Figure 1.1: Example of application.

an external CPU and memory.

During my graduation period I had to design an interface for the CAN processor which
supported the above mentioned features. Not only had it to provide these features, the
number of pins it uses had to be minimized. The CAN controller as developed at the TUE is
completely testable. This means that internal registers and memories can be read and writen
from an external device. The interface must therefore also offer a test interface.

This report will describe the design and eventually the implementation of this interface. First,
I will further discuss the CAN protocol in chapter 2 and the CAN application layer in chapter
3. After a brief discussion of two currently available CAN controllers, the interface will be
described in chapter 6 and chapter 7. Chapter 8 will discuss the IDaSS design file. Finally
chapter 9 will give some conclusions and recommendations.



Chapter 2

The Controller Area Network
(CAN)

2.1 Introduction

CAN [2, 11] is a field bus developed by the German company Bosch. Its primary use was the
automobile industry. With CAN it is possible that various sensors (e.g engine temperature
and enige rate) in a car can exchange information using the CAN bus. The CAN bus is
limited in speed and length. At 1 Mbit/s the CAN bus can be no longer than SOm, but this
is satisfactory for most applications. An arbitrary number of nodes can be connected to the
CAN bus. These nodes consist of a CAN controller (which handles the CAN protocol) and a
Host-CPU interface. Some CAN controllers have an on-chip CPU[10] (see figure 2.1).

CANs approach of handling urgent message differ from earlier real-time protocols. Most of
those protocols where based on the idea of a token. A processor could send a message only
when it received a token. When a processor had to send an urgent message it had to wait
until the token arrived. This reduces the performance of a real-time system.

CAN uses a method where the priority of the message is determined by its message identifier.
If two nodes start transmitting their frames at the same time, the node which sends the
message with the highest priority gains bus access. The node who sends the message with the
highest priority has no knowledge of the other device sending a lower priority message. CAN
uses two type of bits, recessive and dominant bits. When a node transmits a recessive bit and
simultaneously another node transmits a dominant bit, the value of the bus will be dominant.
A node detecting a dominant bit when sending a recessive bit, will abort its transmission and
loses bus access.

CAN is message oriented, which means that the messages contain no address l . By looking
at the message identifier every node decides whether it accepts the message or not. This
mechanism is called Frame Acceptance Filtering. Note that in CAN it is unknown by the
transmitter which nodes receive the message.

1 Messages which contain an address are node oriented.

3
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CPU CAN fE-------I §;
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CAN ~ CPU

CAN ~ CPU

Figure 2.1: A CAN bus with various nodes.

2.2 ISO networking reference model and CAN

ISO has standardized CAN (ISO 11989 and 11519-1). Field buses define the bottom two
layers of the OSI stack [21]. In figure 2.2 these are shown on the right. The absence of the
OSI layer 3-5 have the following reasons:

Network Layer There is no inter-networking or routing function III CAN. All messages
reach all nodes on the bus.

Transport Layer The purpose of the Transport Layer is to offer the upper layers a reliable
transfer of messages of arbitrary length over an unreliable network. This is achieved by
using functions as segmentation, sequencing, automatic retransmission and duplicate
frame detection. In distributed application every message transfer attempt stands on
its own. These application require high speed transfer of short message and an im
mediate response if an attempt succeeded or failed. Since there is no Network Layer
and the Datalink Layer is considered to be reliable, CAN applications do not need a
Transport Layer for reliable transmission. The Application Layer provides services to
those application that need this. This leaves no functionality for a Transport Layer.

Session Layer Each message stands on its own. The concept of sessions and synchronization
points are meaningless in distributed real-time control applications.

Presentation Layer The Presentation Layer deals with the transfer of application data and
its meaning via the network. In CAN all applications known the structure of application
data. This structure is described using base data types. All applications known the
meaning of this data a priori. This leaves no functionality for the Presentation Layer.

The bottom two layers are divided into different sublayers .

• Datalink Layer
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Logic Link Control (LLC). This layer, which forms the upper part of the Datalink
Layer, gives the user an interface that is independent of the method used in the
underlying MAC layer. The LLC has to perform the following functions:Frame
acceptance filtering, overload notification and recovery management. As already
mentioned the identifier does not indicate the destination but describes the mean
ing of the data. An overload frame will be send when the internal receive process
of the LLC sublayer requires an additional delay for the next frame. The LLC
automatically initiates the retransmission of frames that have lost bus arbitration
or where corrupted by transmission errors.

Medium Access Control (MAC). This layer, which forms the lower part of the
Datalink Layer, controls who gets access to the medium to send a message. Fur
thermore in takes care of the encapsulation and decapsulation of transmit and
receive data. The MAC sublayer provides services to the local LLC for the ac
knowledged transfer of LLC frames and overload frames.

• Physical Layer

Physical Layer Signalling (PLS). This sublayer of the Physical layer specifies the
bit representation, timing and synchronization.

Physical Medium Attachment (PMA). This sublayer of the Physical layer specifies
the functional circuitry for bus line transmission/reception and may provide means
for failure detection.

Medium Dependent Interface (MDI). This sublayer of the Physical layer specifies
the mechanical and electrical interface between the medium and a module.

A discussing of the Physical Layer ([5]) and its sublayers falls behind the scope of this report.

2.3 CAN Frame types

The CAN protocol supports four different types of frames: data frame, remote frame, error
frame, overload frame.

2.3.1 Data frame

A data frame is composed of seven different fields (see figure 2.3).

start of frame signals the start of a data- or remote frame. It consist of a single dominant
bit used for synchronization of receiving nodes.

arbitration field consists of the message identifier and one additional control bit. This is
the Remote Transmission Request. A node may initiate the transmission of data from
another node, by transmission of a Remote frame, addressing the data source via the
identifier. Within the data frame the RTR-bit is transmitted as a dominant bit level.

control field This field consists of six bits. It includes the data byte counter. The two
remaining bits are reserved for further extension.
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Figure 2.3: The Data frame format.
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Remote Frame ~ INTERFRAME

SPACE

End of frame

Identifier CRC Ackfield

Start of Frame

7

Figure 2.4: The Remote frame format.

data field This field contains the transmitted data. The length of the data field varies from
oto 8 bytes based on the value of the data byte counter.

CRC field contains the CRC checksum 15 bits and one delimiter bit (recessive) . The CRC
check includes the start of frame bit, arbitration field, control field, data field.

Acknowledge field consists oftwo bits, the ACK-SLOT and ACK-DELIMITER. The trans
mitter sends recessive bit for these two slots. Any receiver acknowledges the transmitting
node, if the CRC check was correct, by overwriting the ACK-SLOT recessive bit with
a dominant bit. The ACK-DELIMITER bit is a recessive bit of the acknowledge field.

End of frame The end of frame field consist of seven recessive bits. It is used to delimited
each data or remote frame.

2.3.2 Remote frame

Unlike the Data frame, RTR bit ofthe Remote frame (see figure 2.4) is recessive and there is no
data field. The RTR bit allows Remote Transmission Requests from any node to the system.
This provides the capability to request information in addition to the standard broadcast
characteristics. It also supports powerful diagnostic capability by being able to determine if
the primary transmitter (data source) of a specific parameter(s) is on the bus and functional.

2.3.3 Error frame

There are different methods for error detection. These are: bit-error, bit-stuffing error, CRC
error, acknowledgement error, frame format error. All receivers check the frame consistency
and will acknowledge the frame using the Acknowledge field. Corrupted frames are detected
and the transmitter will abort its transmission and will retransmit the frame when the bus
becomes idle again. CAN distinguishes short disturbances from permanent failures. A CAN
node can be in one of three states:error active, error passive and bus off. Only CAN nodes in
error active or error passive mode can take part in bus communication. An error active node
can transmit an error flag when detection an erro;. An error passive node can not send and
error flag.

The error frame (see figure 2.5) consists of a sequence of variable length of dominant bits. This
is the result of different nodes transmitting an error flag. When an error active node detects
an error it transmits an Error flag. The Error Flag consists of six consecutive dominant bits.
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INTERFRAME

SPACE

Error Delimiter

Figure 2.5: The Error frame format.

INTERFRAME
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EOF or ERROR
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I
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Overload lIag of Part of ove~oad Ilag
node M from node N

Figure 2.6: The Overload frame format.

Because this sequence of bits violates the bit stuffing rule, all other receivers interpret the
Error Flag as bit-stuffing error. As a consequence, they, transmit an error flag. A variable
sequence of dominant bits is the result of superposition of different error flags. The total length
of the Error Flag sequence varies between six bits minimum and twelve bits maximum.

An error passive node signals an error condition by transmitting six consecutive recessive bits.
The recessive bits will not destroy any messages on the bus. These bits can be overwritten
by an Error flag generated by one or more error active nodes. The error passive node has
to wait for at least six bits of equal polarity before they can enter the internal transmit or
receive mode.

The error delimiter consist of eight recessive bits. After the transmission of an error flag, each
node starts transmitting recessive bits and monitors the bus until it detects a recessive bit.
Afterwards it starts transmitting seven more recessive bits.

2.3.4 Overload frame

There are two types of overload frames:LLC-requested overload frames, and reactive overload
frames. They both have the same format (see figure 2.6). The overload frame consist of two
bit fields:the overload flag, and the overload delimiter. The overload flag consists of eight
consecutive dominant bits, thus violating the bit-stuffing rule. All nodes detect an overload
condition, and start transmitting an overload flag. The overload delimiter consists of eight
recessive bits. After transmission of the overload flag, every nodes monitors the bus until it
detects a recessive bit. At this moment all nodes have finished transmitting their overload
flag, and start transmitting seven more recessive bits.
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Figure 2.7: The Interframe space frame format.

2.3.5 Interframe space

Data and remote frames are separated by interframe space bitfields. Overload and error
frames are not preceded by an interframe space as well as multiple overload or error frames.
Depending on whether a node is error passive or error active the interframe space has two
different forms of appearances (see figure 2.7). In case of error active nodes, the interframe
space consist of two fields:intermission and bus idle. During the intermission no node is
allowed to start transmission. The only action to be taken is signaling an overload frame.
The period of bus idle may be of arbitrary length. The detection of an dominant bit on the
bus during bus idle will be interpreted as a start of frame.

In the case of error passive nodes, the bus idle is preceded by a period called suspend inter
mission. A passive error node, which is the transmitter of the current or previous frame, may
access the bus as soon as the suspend transmission has finished, provided that no other node
has started transmission meanwhile.

2.3.6 Error counters

As already mentioned CAN distuigishes short disturbances from permanent failures. CAN
keeps track of two error counters, one for the transmit process and one for the receive process.
When an error occurs the counters are increased by a (fixed) value. If a Correct frame is
received/transmitted the counters are decreased by one.

If either of the error counters rises above 127 the mode of the CAN node should be set to
Error passive. When they are both below 128 again the mode can be reset to Error active.
vVhen the Transmit Error counter rises above 255 the node is taken Bus off, and can only
return to Bus on after 128 startup events (the reception of eleven recessive bits) have been
detected. In this case the CAN node returns to the Error active mode and all counters are
reset.



Chapter 3

CAN Application Layer

3.1 Introduction

The CAN Application Layer (CAL), which is an effort of CiA (CAN in Automation [4])is
the interface between the data communication environment and the application that uses
this environment to cooperate with other applications. In CAN an application is distributed
among several nodes. CAN uses Communication Objects (COB) to communicate between
nodes. Basic CAN uses 11-bit identifiers which makes it possible to define 2032 different
COB'sl. In the extended version the identifiers are 29-bit which increases the number of
COB's that can be used. The service elements (see below) have reserved COB identifiers.

3.2 Application layer structure

The functionality of the application layer is divided among several service elements. These
service elements offer specific functions. Distributed applications interact by invoking services
of a service element in the application layer. The application layer provides four different
primitives for realizing this interaction.

request A request is used by the application to the application layer to request a service.

indication An indication is issued by the application layer to indicate the application that
an internal event has occurred or that a service is requested.

response A response is issued by the application to the application layer to respond to a
previous received indication primitive.

confirm A confirm is issued by the application layer to the application to report the result
of a previously issued request.

The application layer provides four different service types (see figure 3.1).

lThe most significant 7 bits can not be all set to high, because this also serves as an End Mark (for Intel)
and are reserved for test purposes.
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conf"m

Confirmed Service

Unconfirmed Service

Figure 3.1: The service types provides by the CAL

• Local Service. An application issues a request to its local service element that executes
the request, without communication with peer service elements.

• Un-confirm Service. An application issues a request to its local service element.
This request is transmitted to one or more remote service elements which passed it to
its application by issuesing an indication primitive. The remote service elements does
not issue a confirm primitive to the local service element.

• Confirm Service. Same as Unconfirmed Service, but in this case the remote applica
tion issues a response the application layer, this primitives is transmitted to originated
service elements and passes it to the application using the confirm primitive.

• Provider initiated service. The service element detects an event, which is not caused
by a request primitive from the application. This event is indicated to the application.

The CAN application layer provides four service elements. (see figure 3.2).

3.2.1 CAN based Message Specification (CMS)

The CMS language is uses to model the behavior of an application. CMS is object oriented,
which means that every CMS object can be modelled by using the objects provides by CMS.
CMS uses the client-server model for modelling the application and provides the following
objects:variables, events and domains (data longer than eight bytes). The identifier used by
CMS are distributed by the DBT service element.

CMS also defines eight COB priority classes in the range of [0,7], 0 the highest and 7 the
lowest. The COB-class of a CMS object indicates the relative importance to other objects
and is used as arbitration value by the MAC layer. To prevent starvation on the network,
CMS objects define inhibit-times. The inhibit-time of a CMS object is the minimum time
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Figure 3.2: The CAN Application Layer and its four service elements.
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which must be elapsed between two consecutive invocations of CMS remote service for that
object. Inhibit-times are assigned by the DBT.

CMS provides uploading and downloading of large blocks of data (domain transfer). This
data can be segmented or unsegmented; Variable transfer for transferring a variable, which
can have any format. Variables can be read only, write only or read/write, they can be of a
basic type or multiplexed (array like variables).

3.2.2 Network Management (NMT)

As a consequence of distributed application a NMT service element is needed for network
management. Events that do not occur when an application is not distributed (e.g failures of
part of the application) have to be handled. The functionality of the NMT service element is
divided among three different objects.

• The Network object The network object represents all nodes in a CAN network. A
CAN network can contain up to 255 nodes. The Network object can only exists in one
node, the NMT-Master.

• Remote node object Inside the Network object of the NMT-Master every node of
the CAN network which is managed by MNT services is represented by a Remote node
object. This object contains parameters about the remote node.

• Node object Every node in the CAN network which is managed by NMT Master has
a Node object. A node where a Node object exists is called a NMT-Slave.

Every NMT-Slave and its node object are identified by a unique NMT address. For every
MNT-Slave there exists a Remote node object in the Network object of the NMT-Master. A
node object and the remote node object that have the same NMT address are called peers.
A remote node object communicates with its peer via the NMT Protocol. Figure 3.3 shows
the NMT model of a CAN network.
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NMT MaSler/NMT Slave

NMT Service

NMT Service
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Figure 3.3: The NMT Model.

NMT capabilities are categorized in two groups. Network capabilities and node capabilities.
Capabilities that affect all modules in the network are called network capabilities. These
can only be configured on the NMT-Master. Capabilities that only affect one module in the
network are called node capabilities. These can only configured on the NMT-Slave. The
NMT defines the following capabilities:

• Network Management capability. These services can only be executed with the NMT
Slave that have:

• Node Management capability. These services can only be executed if the NMT-Master
has the Network Management capability.

• Network error capability and Node error capability. To be able to use these services,
the NMT-Master must have the Network error capability and the NMT-Slave the Node
error capability.

• Network Configuration capability and Node configuration capability. To be able to use
these services, the NMT-Master must have the Network configuration capability and
the NMT-Slave the Node configuration capability.

NMT defines five network classes and node classes. Each network/node class contains a subset
of the above mentioned network/node capabilities.

As already mentioned the NMT-Master maintains one Network Object. The network object
has two attributes:remote node set, and the network class. A value in the range [0 .. .4].

The remote node set has the following attributes:

• NMT-Address. This attribute uniquely identifies the remote node object in the remote
node set.

• state. One of the values {DISCONNECTED,CONNECTED,PREPARED,OPERATIONAL}. This
attribute indicates the state of the remote node object.
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• Node-ID. A value in the range [1 ... 255). This attribute uniquely identifies the remote
node object in the remote node set of the network object if and only if the state of the
remote node object is not DISCONNECTED. It is identical to the Node-ID attribute of
its peer.

The Node object has the following attributes:

• NMT-Address. This attribute uniquely identifies the NMT-Slave and its node object in
the network.

• state. One of the values {DISCONNECTED, CONNECTING, PREPARING, PREPARED, OP

ERATIONAL}. This attribute indicates the state of the NMT-Slave and its node object.

• Node-ID. A value in the range [1 ... 255]. This attribute uniquely identifies the NMT
Slave and its node object in the network if and only if the state of the node object is
neither DISCONNECTED nor CONNECTING. It is identical to the Node-ID attribute of its
peer.

• class. The node class. A value in the range [0 .. .4).

A discussion of the module control, error control and configuration services falls behind the
scope of this thesis. See [4).

3.2.3 Distributor (DBT)

Important in CAN is the distribution of COB Identifiers (COB-ID) and inhibit-times. Identi
fiers are used by the Datalink Layer and inhibit-times are defined by the CMS Service element
of the CAN Application Layer. The identifiers and inhibit-times must be distributed in a way
that it prevents:conflicts between functions that use the same identifier and mismatch between
different identifiers for the same COB. Also is must offer the system dynamic distribution of
the identifiers and the inhibit-times, because these determine its maximum access time to the
CAN bus.

Three methods can be distinguished to distribute identifiers and inhibit-times.

standard distribution The identifiers and inhibit-times are standardized by the (CAN)
module supplier and cannot be changed.

static distribution The identifiers and inhibit-times are standardized by the (CAN) module
supplier and may be changed by the system through module specific measures such as
setting dip-switches, etc.

dynamic distribution The identifiers and inhibit-times are distributed via the CAN net
work through standard services and protocols.

Figure 3.4 show the DBT Model. The DBT uses four objects to model its functionality:

• COB-Database. The COB database contains zero or more COB Definitions. The COB
Database can only exist on one module, the DBT-Master.
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Figure 3.4: The DBT Model.

• COB-Definition. A COB definition defines all attributes of a COB. A COB-Definition
is uniquely defined in the COB-Database by its identifier (COB-ID). For each user of a
COB a User-Definition may be created by that user.

• User-Definition. A User-Definition defines how one module uses that COB. A User
Definition is uniquely identified in the COB-Database by the name of the COB and the
Node-ID of that user. Different users may use different names for the same COB.

• Predefinition. A Predefinition defines that all User-Definitions with a certain COB
name must use the COB-ID of the COB-Definition to which it belongs.

Figure 3.5 show the structure of a COB-Database. This figure also shows all attributes of the
different objects.

3.2.4 Layer Management (LMT)

LMT makes it possible to inquire or change certain variables of the physical layer, datalink
layer and application layer.

The following parameters can be inquired and/or changed:

• NMT-Address of the NMT Service element.

• bit timing parameters of the physical layer.

• LMT Address.

LMT is modelled (see figure 3.6) using two objects. The LMT Master object exist only at one
module, the LMT-Master. The LMT Master configures the layer parameters of the connected
CAN module by use of the LMT Slave objects on the individual modules.
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Chapter 4

Existing CAN controllers

4.1 Introduction

Currently, there are several companies who manufacture CAN controllers. These CAN con
trollers differ in processing power, CAN version they implement, or whether or not a micro
controller is integrated on-chip. At the moment there are two CAN versions which must both
be supported by these CAN controllers, version 2.0 A and version 2.0 B. The extended CAN
version 2.0 B, implements 29-bit identifier, while basic CAN only has ll-bit identifiers. Table
4.1 [26, 27] gives a list of available CAN controllers at this moment. I will briefly discuss the
Philips 82C592 and the Intel 82526 Controllers.

4.2 Intel 82526 Serial COlnmunication Controller

The 82526 Communication Controller [12] is a highly integrated VLSI device optimized for
automotive in-vehicle networking requirements. The 82526 has no on-chip micro controller.
The 82526 interface with an external CPU using the CPU interface. This CPU interfaces
to the CAN using the dual ported RAM (DPRAM). The 82526 uses a multiplexed 8-bit
address/data bus for operating with Intel micro controllers and micro processors. Figure
4.1 shows the structure of the 82526. The left part are CPU related blocks, while the right
part contains CAN related blocks. The DPRAM serves as a communication buffer between
the CPU and the IMP (Interface Management Processor). The CPU initializes the status
registers in the DPRAM and creates a structure within the communication buffer to store
COBs for transmission and reception. Data exchange between the 82526 and the CPU takes
place via the 8-bit bus. The CPU writes and reads data to and from the 82526 using the
CS, WR, RD and ALE pins. The 82526 uses the interrupt line to alert the CPU of errors or
successful transfers of data.

19
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Table 4.1: Currently available CAN controller from various companies.

Company CAN-chip Implementation
Intel 82526 Full CAN

82527 Extended CAN
87C196CA CPU integrated

Philips 82C200 BasicCAN
82C592 80C51 integrated
82CE598 80C51 integrated
82C592 80C31 integrated
82C150 SLIO

Motorola 68HC05x4 68HC05 integrated
68HC05x16 68HC05 integrated
68HC05x32 68HC05 integrated

NEC 72005 Extended CAN
Siemens SAE 81C90/91 Full CAN /Basic CAN

C167C 80C166 integrated
51C81O/806 80C52 integrated
C515A+CAN in specification phase

National DS36001 SLIO
Semiconductor COP884BC COP 8 integrated

8

a~PIU
data

control

Figure 4.1: Structure of the Intel 82526 CAN controller
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the Philips 82C592 CAN controller

4.3 Philips 82C592

The Philips 82C592 [17] has an on-chip 80C51 [13] integrated, an interface to CPU using
SFR and DMA. The CPU interface consist of 32 registers. These registers are used for status
and control information. For communication between the CPU and the 80C51, four SFR are
reserved. The DMA unit provides a fast way of transfer bytes between the CAN processor
and the CPU. Figure 4.2 shows the internal structure of the CAN controller. The 82C592
also has internal timers, a 10-bit ADC, and 6 10 ports for communicating with the outside
world.



Chapter 5

Project overview

5.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters discussed CAN and CAL. CAN covers the two bottom layers of
OS1 stack and CAL covers the rest of the OS1 stack. The User Application Layer (UAL)
is put on the top of the CAL layer. This three layer stack represents a level of abstraction
which is maintained at the implementation level. The CAN layer will be implemented in the
bit processor, while the CAL layer will be implemented in the byte processor. These two
processors will be further discussed in the upcoming sections. On top of these two processors,
a micro controller will execute a user program. See figure 5.1 for a complete overview. Figure
5.1 is a bit simplified. The byte processor performs a part of CAL and CAN, while the micro
controller not only performs CAN but also a part of the CAL layer. If the micro controller
has not enough processing power, an external micro processor can be connected to the micro
controller (not shown in figure 5.1).

5.2 Bit processor

The bit processor [5, 1] which handles the functions of the physical layer, is completely bit
oriented, and has a separate transmit and receive path. Both receive and transmit processes

User Application
Layer

CAN Application
Layer

Controller Area
Network

Micro controller

Byteprocessor

Bitprocessor

Figure 5.1: Global overview of the design
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are controlled by state machines. The interface to the byte processor consists of four 8-bit
registers. Various parameters for CAN can be set by both byte processor and micro controller.

The communication between the bit- and byte processor is done using the following registers:

• Data: DataOut, when writing and DataIn, when reading.

• Receive

bit 7 Status/Startup. Indicating new status is available or eleven recessive bits where
received.

bit 6 Data. Indicating data byte was received. The byte processor can process this
data byte.

bit 5 Receiving a frame. Indicating the reception of a frame, used to notify the byte
processor a received frame is invalid because it is a frame sent by the same device.

bit 0 ... 4 State. Indicating current state of the bit processor, mainly for testing pur
poses).

• Error:

bit 6 Frame correct/valid. Indicating that a frame was received/sent correct (for error
counters) or valid (for actual reception/sending).

bit 5 Transmit/Receive. Indicating whether the error or frame correct/valid was meant
for the receive or the transmit process.

bit 0 .. .4 Error. Indication that an error occurred, which error occurred and how the
error counters should be updated.

• Transmit:

bit 6 Send. Sending/not sending.

bit 5 QueueFull. To indicate that the send queue is full and one should wait to send
more byte to the bit processor.

bit 4 RTS. Request to send.

bit 2 ... 3 SendErrorOverload. To indicate an overload frame should be sent.

bit o... 1 Mode. Startup, Bus off, Error active, Error passive.

5.3 Byte processor

The byte processor consists of a central microcode controlled core, which interfaces to several
modules connected to it. Figure 5.2 shows this. The byte processor core runs two processes,
the receive and transmit process, which can together handle a complete communication pro
tocol. It communicates with the other units through events and register space and gets its
instruction from the ROM. The following modules are connected to the byte processor core.
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Figure 5.2: byte processor core overview
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Register space A register file and communication register for various part of the byte pro
cessor. The register file has a dual port access to the micro controller. It gives a
read-only access to the bit processor.

DMA This internal RAM area which is both accessible by the byte processor and micro
controller. Due to its time critical application, the byte processor has higher priority
than the micro controller.

Parameter storage . A RAM area of 64 bytes, accessible by both receive and transmit
process. This can be used for storage of temporary data.

ROM The ROM contains the microcode, which is run by the byte processor. The ROM is
4k by 22 bits.

timers The timer unit originally contained seven independent timers which could be set
logarithmically, allowing great range. Two of these timer could cause events, causing
a process switch. This unit has been downsized to contain only two timers with fixed
parameters.

CAN filter The CAN filter is used to filter incoming frames according to specifications
from either the micro controller or the byte processor. The filter can contain 32 lines of
filter data. This modules had been added to support the CAN protocol, and was not
originally present in the byte processor.



Chapter 6

External Illterface

6.1 Introduction

The external interface (on-chip) will handle all requests from the micro controller and byte
processor to access the external memory. Furthermore it must support an external CPU
interface, and extra 10 pins. The external interface gives the CAN processor (bit- and byte
processor and micro controller) an interface to the outside world. The primary goal of de
signing this interface is not only making it as flexible and configurable as possible, but also
reducing the number of pins it uses. This can be achieved by giving pins different functions,
or multiplexing the data on the pins.

An important aspect of the CAN processor is, that is must be completely testable. A reserved
TEST pin will put the CAN processor - and all internal logic - in testmode. Once in
testmode all registers, RAM and ROM must be both readable and writable from the outside.
Not only the external interface must provide this possibility, but also the micro controller and
byte processor must have a separate test path to RAM/ROM and the registers. The byte
processor has a test path for most registers.

6.2 External interface description

The micro controller is used for the user application. The micro controller interfaces with the
byte processor via a DUAL PORTED RAM. The byte processor has higher priority to access this
RAM, due its time critical application. In case the processing power of the micro controller
is not sufficient l an additional micro processor2 can be connected to the micro controller.
The internal micro controller then becomes a slave processor to the new processor, or will
become entirely transparent, relaying all messages from and to the byte processor to the new
processor. The micro processor interfaces with the byte processor and the micro controller via

lThe Master CAN node may need more processing power, because it has more functionality than the other
nodes.

2 Micro controller is used to refer to the on-chip processor, while Micro processor is used to refer to the
off-chip processor.
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Figure 6.1: Possible configuration for external interface

internal RAM. The interface from the micro controller to the micro processor must support
both Intel and Motorola type interface (this will further discussed in the next sections).

The micro controller has an internal ROM, containing the user program. The micro controller
must be able to address 64kB of ROM. A part of this 64kB area will be on-chip, and program
fetches which are not internal are routed to external ROM memory. The same accounts
for the RAM memory. All data fetches which are not internal are routed to external RAM
memory. The on-chip ROM, which will be 2k or 4k large, must have the possibility to be
disabled, so the micro controller can run an external program. It has been considered, that
the on-chip ROM should have a write path. Although it seems strange for ROM to have a
write path, it is needed when the on-chip ROM is an (E)EPROM. The disadvantage of an
internal (E)EPROM is that it occupies a large part of the chips surface.

The external interface must both support a memory interface and CPU interface at the same
time. If one of these interfaces is not used, the pins change into programmable (both input
and output) 10 pins. A serial input and output and external interrupt pin should be added
if possible.

Figure 6.1 show the possible configurations.

6.3 Micro controller

The micro controller will be a downsized 80CS1 core [13]. First, it was considered to used
a 8048 core. But this micro controller has not enough capabilities, and upgrading a 8048 is
more difficult than reducing a 80CSl. The CAN processor will not contain a complete 80CS1
but will only have the 80CS1 Core. The 80CS1 core consist of the instruction decoder and all
register (PC, Auxiliary, etc) needed to execute a program. All additional logic, e.g timers, 10
ports, RAM/ROM memories, can later be added. These modules are controller by the 80CS1
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Figure 6.2: Possible ROM/RAM configuration for 80CS1 micro controller

core using SFR (Special Functions Register). This SFR area is 128 bytes large, and as many
modules can be added as possible.

The following modifications must be made to the 80CS1 micro controller:

• The 80CS1 has a internal 8-bit stack pointer, and in order to run C programs this must
be extended to 16-bit.

• Instruction of the 80CS1 which can be left out are the divide and multiplication instruc
tions.

• The SFR must be extended with a test path.

• To increase processor speed, the 80CS1 core must be pipelined.

6.4 Additional external RAM and ROM

The 80C-51 has only 128 bytes of internal RAM and 4k of internal ROM. The program memory
can be extended to support 64kB using standard 10 ports of the 80CSl. The data memory can
also be extended to 64kB, using the same 10 ports. These options are available at the same
time, because the PSEN, RD and WR are dedicated pins. The external interface also provides
this possibility. Figure 6.2 shows how the 80CS1 must be configured for these extensions.
The EA pin on the 80C51, when high, will disable the internal ROM, and all program fetches
will be to the external ROM memory. The external interface will also have a EA pin. The
external interface will not have separate address and data busses for both RAM and ROM,
but a DATA/PROG pin.

6.5 External CPU

The CPU interface supports an micro processor to be connected to the micro controller. The
micro controller then becomes a slave of the external micro processor. It is also possible that
the micro controller is disabled and all data to and from the micro controller are directed to
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the micro processor. The interface between the micro controller and the micro processor and
the byte processor will consists of a set of memory location. This area will be 16 bytes large.
To increase the flexibility of the interface, this block can have four different location within
a 64 bytes area. The position of the block can be changed during operation, which makes it
possible for the micro processor to access four different areas for data storage. One block is
large enough to store at least one COB. One of 16 bytes is used for configuration purposes,
this leaves 15 bytes for data storage.

The register will have the following bits:

• bit 7 when set will generate an interrupt for the micro controller. This bit can be set
by both micro processor and micro controller. This gives the possibility that the micro
controller can generate an interrupt for itself, if needed.

• bit 6 when set will generate an interrupt for the micro processor. This bit can only
be set by the micro controller. It will be automatically reset when the micro processor
generates a read or write.

• bit 5 .. .4. Two bits indicating the position of the current block.

• bit 3 ... O. Functions bits F3 ... Fa are user defined. Both micro processor and micro
controller should first read the configuration register in the interrupt service routines,
to know which function to perform.

To avoid any conflict between the micro controller and the micro processor, the micro pro
cessor can only write to bit 5 ... 0 when bit 6 is set.

6.6 Test interface

With the test pin most parts of the CAN processor can be put in testmode, which makes it
these part testable. A scanpath is still needed to test parts of the bitprocessor which contain
register who are not accessible for the test device.

6.7 Additional 10 pins

The micro controller must also support extra 10 pins. These 10 pins must be completely
programmable as input or output. Pins of the external interface which are not used can be
used as extra 10 pins. The next chapter will discussed the number of extra 10 pins.
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Implementation of the external
interface

7.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the implementation aspects of the external interface, and will further
specify the interface. All outputs will have to be mapped on 8-bit width ports in such a way
that the logic is minimized. Pins who have similar functions should be mapped on the the
same pin, instead of assigning it to a new pin. As already mentioned in the introduction
of chapter 6 its flexibility is also an important aspect. In this chapter useful configuration
possibility will be presented.

7.2 Internal interface busses to and from the external interface

7.2.1 Micro controller interface

The Micro controller will have the following configuration.

ROM The internal ROM will be 4kB (Address range OXOOOO-OxOFFF). Addressing beyond
this 4k will result that address will be routed to the memory interface. The byte
processor has also access to this ROM (both internal and external). Besides program
code, this ROM contains information for the byteprocessor. It can contain configuration
data, such as inhibit-times, node addres etc. Therefore the byteprocessor must have
access to this ROM. The byte processor has higher priority than the micro controller.
The ROM must also be accessible by the test interface. An ROM arbiter is needed to
decide which devices (micro controller, byte processor and test device) has access to the
ROM. The test device has the highest priority of all devices. When the EA pin is pulled
high all ROM reads will be external. Assuming that there is external ROM memory
present, then it is possible that the byte processor access the internal ROM, while the
micro processor accesses the external ROM. Figure 7.1 show the ROM configuration of
the micro controller.
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Figure 7.1: Memory configuration for external interface.

RAM The internal RAM memory will be split in two parts. RAM area one (RAMI) with ad
dress range OxOOOO-OxOOFF, and RAM area two (RAM2) with address range OxOl00

Ox01FF. RAMI is mapped as the standard RAM present in the 80CSI micro controller.
RAMI also contains the 16 bytes which are bit-addressable, using the bit instructions
of the 80CSI. The upper 128 bytes are only accessible by indirect addressing. RAM2 is
the DU AL PORTED RAM of the byte processor. The micro controller can access RAM2,
but with lower priority than the byte processor. The byte processor can access RAMI,
with higher priority than the micro controller. First it was decided that the byte pro
cessor should have no access to RAMI, because the information in this RAMI was only
interesting for the micro controller. But for flexibility reasons it was finally decides that
the byte processor should have access to RAMI. The micro processor has only access
to the upper 64 bytes of this RAM with lower priority than the micro controller. The
part of the memory service as an interface between the micro processor and the micro
controller and byte processor. The test device has complete access to RAMI and RAM2
with the highest priority. An RAM arbiter is needed to control all accesses to RAMI
and RAM2. Figure 7.1 show the RAM configuration of the micro controller.

SFR The SFR space is addressable by direct addressing in the range Ox80-0xFF. Sixteen
address in the SFR are bit-addressable. The bit-addressable SFRs are those whose
address ends in OR or 8R. A part of the SFR are already reserved for 10 port and timer
configuration. The extra 10 ports will also be located in this area. The test device must
also have access to all SFR register.

The 80CSI core will have a separate program, data and SFR bus. The micro controller's
interface to the external interface will consist of the following busses (see figure 7.2):

• Program data (ROM). Address: 16 bits, data in: 8 bits, read: 1 bit, ready:l bit.

• Data (RAM). Address: 16 bits, data in:8 bits, data out:8 bits, read/write:2 bits, ready:l
bit.

• The micro controller also has a 9-bits width SFR bus. Bit 8-7 are the read and write
bit, and Bit 6-0 are the address bits.
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Figure 7.2: Overview of the busses connected to the external interface.

7.2.2 Byte processor interface

The byte processor will have the following busses connected to the interface (see figure 7.2) .

• Address:16 bits, data in:8 bits, data out:8 bits, read/write RAM:2 bits, read ROM I :1
bit.

7.2.3 Test interfaces

The external interfaces generate the following test busses:

SFR test bus

When the test pin becomes active, the micro controller and byte processor are switch in
testmode. All SFRs are then readable and writable using the test bus (see section 7.3.3). In
that case the SFR bus coming from the micro controller must be disable. For this purpose, a
multiplexer can be used to switch between these SFR busses, using the test pin as select. In
figure 7.2 the SFRs test bus is labelled as T-SFR. The T-SFR bus is 9 bits width. It has the
same configuration as the SFR bus from the micro controller.

Byteprocessor test bus

The register space of the byteprocessor can be read and write using the test interface. The
test bus from the interface to the byte processor is five bits width. Address bit 4-1, and
read/write bit O.

1 For the byte processor to access the ROM, an extra output pin is necessary. At this moment the byte
processor has no such output. A possible solution without modifying the byteprocessor is to use address bit
15 as ROM/RAM select. In this case only 32kB ROM/RAM can be addressed.
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7.3 External interface busses

7.3.1 Memory interface

The memory interface support 64kB ROM and/or RAM memory, and will have the following
busses:

• Address (output):16 pins, for both RAM and ROM memory.

• Data in (input ):8 pins, data out (output ):8 pins.

• Ready (input):1 pin.

• Read/write (output ):2 pins.

• data/program (output):1 pin.

The standard 80C51 micro controller supports multiplexed address and data bus. The exter
nal interface will also support this possibility, which can be configured. The ready input pin
can be left out, when the internal logic generates a ready signal, using a programmable timer.
Using an external ready pin or not is configurable. The read/write pin can be configured as
Intel mode or as Motorola mode. The difference is that

Intel uses RD and WR and

Motorola uses STROBE and RD/WR.

The internal logic of the micro controller and the external interface will use the Intel mode,
with the only difference that the read and write signal are high active. The 80C51 micro
controller uses PSEN for external program fetches. The DATA/PROG can be configured to
behave like a PSEN pin. This pin becomes active (low) when external ROM memory is
accessed.

The last configurable options for the memory is that when an external ready is used, a
synchronizer can be placed after the input pin, to avoid any problems with an asynchronous
ready. A synchronizer contains logic which samples the input bit, for two consecutive clock
periods and compares these two values. If these are equal than the input value is stable.

~When there is no read or write request for the external memory, all pins occupied by the
memory interface become 10 pins. If the micro controller or the byte processor request access
to the external memory, these 10 pins switch back to the appropriate state (input or output)
and can be used as memory interface.

7.3.2 Micro processor interface

The micro processor interface consists of a 4 bit width address bus, read and write input pins,
ready output, interrupt output pin and a cs input. The read and write pin are configurable
for Intel mode or for Motorola. An internal timer can be programmed to generate the ready
output signal. If required the ready output can be left out, in that case this pins becomes
an 10 pin. A synchronizer for the read and write pin is optional. The address bus needs no
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Table 7.1: Configuration for test area.

A15 •• .A 13 device address bits
000 RAMI A7 ••• Ao
001 RAM2 A7 .•. Ao
011 ROM All'" Ao
100 Byte A3 ... Ao
101 SFR A6 · .. Ao
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synchronizer, because these inputs must be stable when the micro processor generates the
read or write signal.

The memory interface actives itself using the read and write signals. The micro processor
interface, however, must be actived by the user, by setting a single bit in the configuration
register (discussed later).

7.3.3 Test interface

The sections above described for which purpose this external interface is used. Figure 7.2
shows that there is no separate testbus. In testmode, pins from the CPU and MEM interface
are used for this. The test interface uses the following pins:Address (input):16 bits, data in:8
bits, data out:8 bits, read/write (inputs ):2 bits, ready (output ):1 bit. The address bus can
address 64k of memory space, the SFR, RAM/ROM, byteprocessor, must be mapped on this
area. Bit 15 ... 13 are used as selection bits (see table 7.1).

7.4 Ready tiIlling

The ready timing for the micro controller is an important aspect, because it is used to speed
up the operation. The micro controller, when reading internal memory, gets an early ready.
This means that when the micro controller initiates a read in cycle n, by activating the RD

output, the ready comes active in cycle n. As a consequence, the micro controller can initiated
the next read in cycle n + 1. The data is available in cycle n + 1. A normal read operation
needs 2 . M cycles for M read operation. The method described above only needs M + 1
cycles. "We gain a factor two. The byteprocessor, test device and micro processor use the
normal read operation.

All internal write operation from the micro controller and byte processor, get the ready in
cycle n. vVhen the external memory is accessed for a read or write operation, the ready is
dependent of the value of the timer. If no timer is used, an external ready input is used as
ready.
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Table 7.2: Pin count
N Test Memory CPU ALE Test Memory CPU 10 Total
1 No Yes Yes No 0 28(-1) 17(-1) 0(+1)(+1) 45
2 No Yes Yes Yes 0 21(-1) 17(-1) 7(+1)(+1) 45
3 No Yes No No 0 28(-1) 0 17(+1) 45
4 No Yes No Yes 0 21(-1) 0 24( +1) 45
5 No No Yes - 0 0 17(-1) 28( + 1) 45
6 Yes No No - 27 0 18 45

7.5 Pin configuration and port layout

The total number of pins needed by the external interface can now be calculated by summa
rizing the worst case configurations. See table 7.2)

Comments on table 7.2

• The value between parenthesis need to taken into account when the ready is not used
for that device. E.g, when the CPU device uses no ready, the CPU interface uses a pin
less and an extra 10 pin is created.

• The ALE pin is not included in the total column. In case address/data is not multiplexed,
the ALE pin becomes an external interrupt pin. If the ALE pin is used, an address pin
is used for the external interrupt.

• The table does not include the RESET, TEST, TxS (serial output) and RxS (serial
input ).

• At reset the EA is multiplexed with the ALE pin. If EA is high, the internal ROM is
disable. After reset the EA pin becomes an interrupt pin, ALE or an 10 pin, depending
on the configuration.

• In testmode there are 18 10 pins left. These are currently not used.

7.5.1 Configuration

The external interface will have two 8- bit configuration register for configuring the memory
and CPU interface. Configuration register 1 will be used for the memory interface and
configuration register for the CPU interface.
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Configuration register 1
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Bit 7
Bit 6
Bit 5
Bit 4
Bit 3...0

If 0 separate address and data bus, else multiplexed address/data bus.
liM. Intel or Motorola mode for memory interface.
PD/PSEN. If 1 use DATA/PROG else PSEN.
If 1 use synchronizer for external interrupt input pin.
Memory ready timer configuration.
If 0 use external ready pin and synchronize this pin.
If 1 use external ready pin without synchronizer.
Else use internal logic to generate ready signal.
This leaves 14 possible configuration for the timer.

Configuration register 2

Bit 7
Bit 6
Bit 5
Bit 4
Bit 3...0

If 1 external micro processor is connected to CPU interface.
liM. Intel or Motorola mode for the CPU interface.
If 1 use synchronizer for RD and WR inputs.
EA pin value at reset. This can be modified during operation.
CPU ready timer configuration.
If 0 no ready pin used for CPU interface.
This leaves 15 configuration for the timer.

7.5.2 Default configuration

At reset the EA pin must be an input. If this pin is active, then the internal ROM is disable.
In that case it is not possible to configure to memory interface, because the micro controller
is immediately executing from external ROM. So the default configuration for the memory
interface must enable external ROM read at reset. In order to be compatible with the 80C51
ROM interface (see figure 6.2), the address/data is multiplexed and the DATA/PROG becomes
an PSEN. The external ready is not used and the internal timer is set to maximum, and RD
and WR are programmed for Intel mode. The value of the two configuration register will
be:coNFIG1=llOll1l1b and CONFIG2=Olle1l11. The letter e stands for the value of the EA
pin at reset. As already mentioned the value of the EA bit in CONFIG2 can be changed during
operation. This makes it possible to start a program from external ROM, and then test the
internal ROM program, without using a special test device.

7.5.3 Port layout

All pins discussed in the previous sections, must be mapped on an 10 port. A total of six 8-bit
port are needed. Table 7.3 show the configuration for every 10 port. The least significant
2 bit of port 0 are used for serial communication. In testmode these two pins keep there
functions.

Some notes regarding this configuration:
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Table 7.3: Pin map Port 0 to 5
CV Port 5

10 000 [07 106 105 104 103 102 101 [00
MEMALE=O Orw A1S A14 A13 A12 All AlO Ag A8

MEM ALE = 1 Orw A1S A14 A13 A12 All AlO Ag A8

CPU 000 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 100
TEST 100 107 106 105 104 A1S A14 A13 A12

CV Port 4
10 OOOx 107 [06 105 104 103 102 101 xint6

MEM ALE = 0 OrwO A7 A6 As A4 A3 A2 Al Ao
MEM ALE = 1 Orw1 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 xint
CPU OOOx 107 [06 105 104 103 102 101 100
TEST 100x All AlO Ag A8 A7 A6 As A4

CV Port 3
10 0000 107 106 105 104 103 10 2 101 100
MEM ALE = 0 10rw D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do
MEM ALE = 1 1aOO DA7 DA6 DAs DA4 DA3 DA2 DA1 DAo
CPU 0000 107 106 105 104 [03 102 101 100
TEST 0000 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 100

CV Port 2
10 OOOx 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 100
MEM ALE = 0 01xx rd7 wr7 p~ rdy2 103 102 101 100
MEM ALE = 1 01xx rd wr p~ rdy2 103 102 101 100
CPU 001x 107 106 105 104 A3 A2 Al Ao
TEST 1xxx 107 106 105 [04 A3 A2 Al Ao

CV Port 1
10 00000 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 100
MEM ALE=O 00000 107 106 105 104 103 102 101 100
MEM ALE = 1 00000 [07 106 105 104 103 102 101 100
CPU 100rw D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do
TEST 1rwOO D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do

I

CV Port 0
10 OOOx 107 106 105 104 103 102 TxS RxS
MEM ALE = 0 OOxx 107 106 105 104 103 xint TxS RxS
MEM ALE= 1 01xx 107 106 105 104 103 ALE TxS RxS
CPU 0000 rd wr cs rdy4 int 102 TxS RxS
TEST 1xxx rd wr 105 rdy 103 102 TxS RxS
reset - EA
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1 Table 7.3 does not indicate if pin is high or low active. pd means prog/data. The a bit
in the controlvector of port 3 denotes the current value of the ALE pin.

2 When the ready pin is not used (indicated by bit 0 ... 3 of configuration register 1) this
becomes an 10 pin.

3 This pin can be configured as PSEN.

4 When the ready pin is not used (indicated by bit 0 ... 3 of configuration register 2) this
becomes an 10 pin.

5 As previous mentioned, the ALE and EA pin are multiplexed.

6 The external interrupt pin location, depends on the value of the ALE bit in the config
uration register.

7 In case the memory of CPU interface is programmed as Motorola mode. The RD pins
becomes the strobe pin and the WR pin becomes the combined read/write pin .

.'



Chapter 8

External interface mapped on
IDaSS design

8.1 Introduction

This chapter will describe the IDaSS implementation of the external interface. I will discuss
all functional blocks, and part of the source code, which are important for understanding its
behavior. The complete source code of the ROM/RAM arbiter can be found in appendix A

8.2 ROM/RAM Arbiter

As already mentioned in section 7.2.1 an arbiter is needed to control all access to the internal
memory. Furthermore, the arbiter must also determine who gets access to external memory.
The arbiter has the following inputs (in order of priority, highest first)

1 Test read/write request.

2 Byte processor ROM Read, Micro controller ROM read.

3 Byte processor RAM Read/Write, Micro controller RAM Read/Write.

4 Micro processor RAM Read/Write.

All read/write request, from external inputs or internal generated, are merged into single
lO-bit width bus. First, the arbiter determines which devicel wants access2 .

Using these bits the arbiter calculates a set of temporary variables which determine if a
devices wants access. Until this stage the addresses are not taken into account. When the

I I will use the term 'device' t.o refer to either, Test, byteprocessor, micro cont.roller, or micro processor.
2Cp stands for micro processor (CPU), T stands for Test, D stands for byte processor (DMA), and C stands

for micro controller (CORE).
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Figure 8.1: Status register of the arbiter

Table 8.1: Controlvector for ROM, RAM1 and RAM2

Test Byte Micro Con. Micro Proc.
ROM r01 dO rll -

RAMl rw01 rw10 rw11 -

RAMl rw001 rw010 rwOll rw100
ext. ROM - 00110 01010 -

ext. RAM - 101rw 1l0rw

controlvectors for the ROM, RAM1 or RAM2 are calculated, the address of the devices
must be in range. This controlvector is used for the address/data multiplexer as well for
the read/write command for the ROM/RAM. The configuration for the controlvectors is as
shown in table 8.1. If the value of the EA bit in the configuration register is set to 1, then the
value of the ROM controlvector is always set to 000. The micro processor has only access to
RAM2 in the range l1xxxxxxb. This is the area where the micro processor memory interface
locations reside. Next, the arbiter calculates a controlvector for the external memory. The
controlvector3 is also shown in table 8.1

vVhen a device is serviced, which means it gets access to either internal or external memory,
a mask bit is set in the arbiter status register. This is necessary because the read and write
request from a device stay active until the device gets a ready. Therefore, the read or/and
write request must be masked until the device receives this ready. E.g, if the byteprocessor
requests an internal read, which takes two cycles, the mask bit is set to mask the requests
bits in the next cycle, otherwise a new read operation would be started. Every device has a
mask bit in the status register.

In addition to the mask bit, every device has a data bit. This bit indicates when the data on
the bus (for read request) is valid, and can be passed to the correct device. This bit is only
used for internal memory read operation. The controlvectors for the internal memory are
used by the multiplexers to pass the data to the correct device. The arbiter status register
is shown in figure 8.1. The micro processor has no data bit in the status register. In that
case the ready from the CPU timer is used as an indication to output the data. The same
accounts for external memory operation, where the ready input from the timer or an external
ready is used as a data output indication.

The next step is to calculate the ready output, the mask and data bit for each device. For
all internal write request, the ready is set and mask and data bit are reset, because they only
take one cycle. For external read or write, the mask bit depends on the value of the memory
timer ready. As long as the memory timer ready is 0, the mask bit is set to 1. For internal
reads both mask bit and data bit are set. This means that in the next cycle, the request
IS masked and the data is passed to the device. This is true for all normal read operation.

3This controlvector can be optimized. Because there are only two devices accessing the external memory,
bit 3 (or bit 2) can be left out. This optimalization has not yet been implemented.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of the ROM/RAM arbiter.
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However, the ready timing for the micro controller as discussed in section 7.4 implies that
only the data bit for the micro controller is set in case of a read.

Some notes regarding the arbiter:

• The memory timer (not contained in this schematic) is also used for external write
operation. This is not necessary because write operations take only one cycle. The
arbiter can active the ready output in the same cycle. This is not implemented in the
current design.

• The CPU timer (not contained in this schematic) is used for read operation from the
micro processor, even when the micro processor interface is programmed not to output
the ready.

• Both CPU timer and memory timer have been designed that a value of i will generate
a ready after i + 1 cycles.

Figure 8.2 show the complete design. Furthermore it show the connector to a higher level
schematic. The source code of the control operator is contained in appendix A.

8.3 SFR register implementation

SFRs are implemented using an register and an operator. The operator uses a 9- bit con
trolvector. Bit 8 is the read bit and bit 7 is the write bit. The other bits form the address of
the register. All SFR are connected to a single data out bus, by three-state ports. All SFR
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have a reset input. This can be used to reset the value of the register when the external reset
comes active.

8.4 Port implementation

Before discussing the actual design of the external interface, the port implementation must
be is discussed. A total of six 8-bit ports (Po ... Ps) are needed to support all interfaces (see
table 7.2). Because all 8 pins must be programmable as input or output in 10 mode, a 8-bit
direction and 8-bit 10 register is needed. A 1 at position i means that pin i is an output.
The value of the 10 register is updated every clock. If pin i is programmed as an 10 pin,
then pin i is updated with bit i from the 10 register. If pin i was programmed as an input,
then this has no affect on the value of that pin. Bit i the 10 register will only be updated if
pin i was programmed as 10 with: the value of pin i, when an input or with the old value of
bit i, when an output. Both 10 and direction register are implemented as SFR. By assigning
special addresses to these register, they become bit-addressable.

The value of the direction register is used as controlvector for the port operator. However,
this controlvector is extended by extra bits. These extra bit describe the mode of the port.
If the extra bits are all zero, then the port is in full 10 mode, which means all 8 pins are 10
pins. The number of bits added is port dependent.

All ports are implemented as an operator, with an 10 and direction register. Every pin
is implemented as a three-state output connector and input connector, who are connected
to each other. If the pin is programmed as an input the output connector is disable, and
otherwise enable. The port operator has input and output busses which connect is to the
other logic.

8.5 Port controller

The ports are controlled by a operator (main_con) which calculates the controlvectors for
these ports. This controlvector, which are the extra bits mentioned in the previous section,
are merged with the value of the direction register, and form the controlvector for the port
operator. Table 8.2 shows how the controlvectors are calculated.

8.6 CPU arbiter

The CPU arbiter manages the configuration register (see section 6.5) for the CPU interface.
It concatenates the 4-bit address bus from the micro processor with llLH. The bits LH are
taken from configuration register. The configuration register is implemented as a SFR. When
the micro processor writes to address l1xxl1l1, the configuration register is also written4

with the same data. See section 6.5 for a description of this configuration register. The micro

4 The micro processor can only write to this register and to address 11xx1111 if bit 6 is set.
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Table 8.2: Calculation of the controlvectors
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Controlvector
Port 5 t ,rdJll V wrJll
Port 4 t,rdJll V wrJll,ALEc
Port 3 rdJll V wrJll,ALEv,rdJll,wrJll
Port 2 t,rdJll V wrJll,CPUc,((tmemc = 0) V (tmemc = 1))
Port 1 (CPUc V t,rd_t,wLt,rd_c,wLC
Port 0 t,ALEc,CPUc,(tcpuc = 0)

t
rd..m
wr..m
rd_c
wr_c
rd_t
wr-t
ALEc
CPUc
ALEv
tmemc
tcpu

test input pin
ext. memory read taken from controlvector for ext. memory
ext. memory write taken from controlveetor for ext. memory
CPU interface read input pin
CPU interface write input pin
Test interface read input pm
Test interface write input pin
ALE configuration bit (CONFIGl)
CPU configuration bit (CONFIG2)
Current value of the ALE output pin
reset value of the memory timer \CONFIG 1)
reset value of the CPU timer (CONFIG2)

processor can only write to bit O... 5 if bit 6 is set. This bit IS automatically reset when the
micro processor requests a read or write.
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Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

• The interface as designed and implemented offers a memory interface, CPU interface
and test interface. Both memory and CPU interface can be accessed simultanously. The
pins used as memory interface will switch to 10 pins, when no external read or write is
requested by the micro controller or the byte processor.

• The test interface makes the internal registers and memories testable. The ROM/RAM
arbiter, does not yet generate a SFR and byteprocessor testbus. These two testbusses
can easily be added. The design of the arbiter makes little adjustments possible. Fur
thermore, this arbiter can generate an early ready signal for the micro controller. This
method will speed up all internal read operation from the micro controller. All other
devices, receive a normal ready signal in the next cycle.

• The external interface is mapped on 5 10 ports. Three pins of these 10 ports are
reserved for, TxS, RxS and XINT pin. The actual interface needs 45 pins. This number
is acceptable. The CAN chip can be packed in a 54-pins chip. So, this leaves enough
pins for, supply voltage, test, reset, and CAN bus connection.

• Chapter 4 briefly describes two CAN controllers. There are many similarities between
the CAN controller by Philips and the one developed at the ICS. Both have a CAN
controller, ROM memory, two RAM areas, dual ported and auxiliary, and an interface
between the dual ported RAM and the CAN controller. Timers and serial input and
output, are also available on both controllers. Just as the CAN controller of ICS, the
CAN controller by Philips can be extended with external memory. Although the ICS
CAN controller does not have AD converters and PWM it has more capabilities than the
Philips CAN controller. The 80C51 can be a slave processor of an external processor,
and the CAN controller of the ICS has an additional byte processor for handling the
CAL protocol. These last two features makes it superior to the Philips CAN controller.

47
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9.2 Recommendation

• The micro controller of the CAN processor will be have a 80C51 core. For fast operation,
the micro controller must be pipelined. The core must generate a separate address
and data bus, and must be abled to handle the early ready signals from the external
interface. Besides the address and data bus, the core must generate a SFR bus. All 10
and direction registers of the external interface are implemented as SFR. A multiplexer
is needed to select between the normal SFR bus (from the core) and the test SFR bus
(from the external interface).

• A SFR test bus and byteprocessor test bus must be added to ROM/RAM arbiter.

• The external interface has a SIO pins, these pins must be connected to the serial interface
module of the 80C51. The XINT pin must be connected to the interrupt controller of
the 80CS1. The interrupt and serial interface controller are available for the 80CS1.

• The byte processor has a 16-bit width address bus for reading and writing both internal
and external memory. The arbiter requires another bit which indicates if it needs to
access ROM or RAM. The current version of the byte processor will not generate this
extra bit. An addressbit can be used for this purpose. However, the disadvantage is
that only 32kB ROM and RAM is accessible. But, there is another solution. With
the read and write bits generate by the byte processor four different functions can be
coded. In that case no addressbit has to be offered. However, the byte processor has
to known when to access the ROM or RAM memory. The read and write bit can not
be directly controlled by the user. A register bit in the register space can be used as a
ROM/RAM bit. In that case the user first sets or resets this bit and then requests a
read or write operation. The ROM/RAM bit from the register space is passed to the
external interface. For this the solution the byte processor has to be modified.

• The ALE pin is located at port o. If address and data is not multiplexed, this pin
becomes an external interrupt pin. Normally this pin is located at port 4. A better
solution is to put the external interrupt pin where the ale pin is, and the ALE pin where
normally a non multiplexed address pin is (port 4). In this case the external interrupt
has a fixed position, and we do not need an extra multiplexer.

• The ready timing for external write operation can be changed to generate a ready (if
used) in the same cycle. The current design uses the timer for both read and write
operation.
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Appendix A

Source code of the ROM/RAM
arbiter

A.I Source code of the arbiter

This chapter contains the source of the arbiter used in the external interface.

"Calculate Arbiter control vector for ROK, RAK1, RAK2,EXKEK."

"Kask event bits for Test, DKA if previous cycle "as a Read cycle"
"initiated by Test and/or DKA"
"Kask Core Event bits, if external read cycle"
"Bus format:"
"CPU \TESTIDKACIDKA ICORECICOREDI"
"9,,817 ..615 14,,312 11,,0 I"

"Format extst:"
"CPU lext ITESTIDKA ICOREDICORECIROK IRAK1IRAK2"
"19 118,,14113 112,,11110,,918,,7 16,,514 .. 312,,0"

_extst:=(pin from:16 to:18).
_extstr":=(pin from:14 to:18).

"Kask event bits"

_Tb:=«pin at:13) if1: %00 if0: (bus from:6 to:7».
_Db:=«pin at:12) if1: %000 ifO:(bus from:3 to:5».
_Cb:=«pin at:10) if1: (1 zeroes)

if0: (bus at:2».
«pin at:8) if1: (2 zeroes)

if0: (bus from:O to:1».
_Cpub:=«pin at:19) if1: %00 if0: (bus from:8 to:9».

"Test for events'l

_test:= (_Tb at:1 >< (_Tb at:O»/\(testpin).
_dmarom := (_Db at:2) /\ «_Db at:1) not)/\«_Db at:O) not)/\(testpin not).
_corerom:= (_Cb at:2)/\(testpin not).

_dmaram:=(_Db at:2) not /\ (_Db at:1 >< (_Db at:O»/\(testpin not).
_coreram:=«_Cb at:1) >< (_Cb at:O»/\(testpin not).
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54 Appendix A. Source code of the ROM/RAM arbiter

_cpu:=«_Cpub at:l»«_Cpub at:O»/\(testpin not).

"Calculate controlvectors for internal memory, if present"
_crom:=(EA ifl:%OOO

if0: «_test ifl: «(ta from:13 to:1S)=%011)
ifl: «_Tb at:l) ,(1 zeroes) ,(1 ones»
if0 : (3 zeroes)

)

if0: «_dmarom /\ «da from:12 to:1S)=0»
ifl: «_Db at:2) ,(1 ones),(l zeroes»
if0: «_corerom /\ «cpa from:12 to: lS)=O»

ifl:«_Cb at:2) ,(2 ones»
if0 : (3 zeroes)

»» .

_craml:=«_test ifl: «(ta from:13 to: lS)=%OOO)
ifl: «_Tb from:O to:l) ,(1 zeroes),(l ones»
if0 : (4 zeroes)

)

if0: «_dmaram /\ «da from:8 to:1S)=0»
ifl: «_Db from:O to:l),(l ones) ,(1 zeroes»
if0: «_coreram /\ «cda from:8 to:1S)=0»

ifl: «_Cb from:O to:l) .(2 ones»
if0 : (4 zeroes)

») .

_cram2:=(_test ifl: «(ta from:13 to: lS)=%OOl)
ifl: «_Tb from:O to:l),(2 zeroes) ,(1 ones»
if0 : (S zeroes)

)

if0: (Cdmaram /\ «da from:8 to:1S)=1»
ifl: «_Db from:O to:l) ,(1 zeroes) ,(1 ones) ,(1 zeroes»
if0: «_coreram /\ «cda from:8 to:1S)=1»

ifl: «_Cb from:O to:l) ,(1 zeroes),(2 ones»
if0: «_cpu /\«cpua from:6 to:7)=3»

ifl:«_Cpub from:O to:l) ,(1 ones) ,(2 zeroes»
if0: (S zeroes)
)

».
"Calcute Control vector for external memory"

_sub_coreram:=(_coreram /\«(cda from:9 to:1S) /\%lllllll)=O)not if0:%00000
ifl:(2 ones) ,(1 zeroes) ,(_Cb from:O to:l».

_sub_dmaram:=(_dmaram /\ «(da from:9 to:1S)/\%1111111)=0)not ifO:_sub_coreram
ifl:(l ones),(l zeroes),(l ones) ,(_Db from:O to:l».

_sub_corerom:=(_corerom /\ «(cpa from:12 to:1S)/\%1111)=0)not ifO:_sub_dmaram
ifl: %01010) .

_sub_dmarom:=(_dmarom /\ «(da from:12 to:1S)/\%1111)=0)not ifO:_sub_corerom
ifl: %00110).

_extMEM:=EA ifO:_sub_dmarom
ifl: (_dmarom ifl:%00110

if0: (_corerom ifl:%01010
if0: (_sub_dmaram»).

_cpuevent:=(_cpu /\ «_cram2 from:O to:2)=%100».

"Calculate Ready"

"Test:"

_rdytest:= _test ifl: «_Tb at:O)
ifl : "Write"
if0 : "Read"

(%10)

«1 zeroes),(l ones»
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)

if0: %00.
tr:=_test if1: (_rdytest at:1) if0: (pin at:13).

"DIU :"
"_rdydma: IreadyoutIKASKIDATA, LSB 2 bits are stored in external status"

_rdydma:= «(_extst from:O to:1)=%01)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:3)=%01)
if1: exready,(exready=O),(l zeroes)
if0 : Cdmarom

if1: %011
if0 : Cdmaram if1: (CDb at: 0) if1: "vrite" %100

if0: "read" (1 zeroes),(2 ones)
)

if0 : %000»).
dr:=«(_extst from:O to:1)=%01)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:3)=%01) if1: (_rdydma at:2)

if0: «_dmarom \/ _dmaram) if1: (_rdydma at:2)
if0: (pin at:11»).

"CORE PROGRAK"

_rdycp:=«(_extst from:O to:1)=%10)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:3)=%10)
if1: exready,(exready=O),(l zeroes)
if0: (_corerom if1:%101 if0:(3 zeroes»).

cpr:=«(_extst from:O to:1)=%10)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:3)=%10) if1: (_rdycp at:2) ifO:(_corerom».

"CORE DATA"

_rdycd:=«_extst=%110)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:4)=%110)
if1: exready,(exready=O) ,(1 zeroes)
if0 : Ccoreram if1: (CCb at: 0) if1: "Write" %100

if0: "Read" (1 ones), (1 zeroes), (1 ones»
if0:%000» .

cdr:=(_extst=%110)\/«_extKEK from:2 to:4)=%110) if1: (_rdycd at:2) if0: _coreram.

"CPU"

_rdycpu:=_cpuevent if1: (CCpub at:O) if1:"Write" ~.10

if0 :"Read" exready_c, (exready_c=O»
if0: «pin at:19) if1: (exready_c), (exready=O)

if0:(2 zeroes».
cpuready:=_cpuevent if1: (_rdycpu at:1)

if0: (exready_c).

"The most significant bit is the ready bit if there is a core request"
"Other vise the corresponding bit in pin is the ready bit"

"Output Test Databus Demultiplex"
td:=(pin at:13) if0: (8 zeroes)

if1: «(pin from:5 to:6)=1)
if1: romin
if0: «(pin from:3 to:4)=1)

if1: ramlin
if0: «(pin from:O to:2)=1)

if1:ram2in
if0 : (8 zeroes)

)

) .

"Output DKA databus Demultiplex"
dd:=«(_extstrv from:O to:3)=%0110)/\(exready=1» if0: «pin at:11)

if1: «(pin from:5 to:6)=2)
if1: romin
if0: «(pin from:3 to:4)=2)

if1: ramlin

55
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if0: «(pin from:O to:2)=2)
if1:ram2in
if0 : (8 zeroes)
)

)

if0 : (8 zeroes)

if1: exdatain.

"Output Core PR databus Demultiplex"
cpd:=«_extst=%010)/\(exready=1» if0: «pin at:9) if0: (8 zeroes)

if1: romin)
if1: exdatain.

"Output Core D databus Demultiplex"
cdd:=«(_extstr~from:O to:3)=%1010)/\(exready=1» if0: «pin at:7) if0: (8 zeroes)

if1: «(pin from:3 to:4)=3)
if1: ramiin
if0: «(pin from:O to:2)=3)

if1:ram2in
if0 : (8 zeroes)
)

if1: exdatain.
"Output CPU databus"
cpud:=«exready_c)

if0 : (8 zeroes)
if1:ram2in).

"Extern address out II

_extMEMad:= «_extMEM from:2 to:4)=%001
if1 :da
if0: «_extMEM from:2 to:4)=%010

if1 :cpa
if0: «_extMEM from:2 to:4)=%100

if1 :cda
if0:(16 zeroes»».

exado:=exready
if1 : _extMEMad
if0: «_extst=%001)

if1: da
if0: «_extst=%010)

if1:cpa
if0: «_extst=%100)

if1 : cda
ifO:_extMEMad»).

_ext:=«(_extst/\%111)=0) if1:_extMEM
if0: «exready) if1:_extMEM

if0 : _extstr~».

_pout:=(_rdycpu at:1),_ext,
(_rdytest at:O),

(_rdydma from:O to:1),(_rdycp from:O to:1),(_rdycd from:O to:1),
(_crom from:O to:1) ,(_cram1 from:O to:1) ,(_cram2 from:O to:2).

extmem:=(_pout from:14 to:18).
pout:=_pout.
crorn:=_crom.
cram1 :=_cram1.
cram2: =_cram2.
tcpu:=_cpuevent.
"The trigger for the memory timer is set ~hen:"
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